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Introduction
 Each year, many people are killed or seriously injured by se-
vere meso-microscale convective weather e.g., thunderstorm. So 
many studies have contributed to their forecasting and understand-
ing, for example, [1] reviewed the current state of knowledge on 
surface-forced convection initiation and then describe some of the 
outstanding issues in convection initiation that partially motivated 
IHO_2002 [2], revealed that the boundary layer vertical velocity field 
was dominated by thermals rather than by circulations associated with 
the mesoscale boundaries. Weckwerth and Parsons DB [3], pointed 
that Boundary layer circulations are sometimes precursors to deep 
convective development Doswell [4] presented an overview of the 
history of research related to severe convective storms with a particu-
lar emphasis on the connection between this research and forecasting. 
Gao, et al., [5] found that the cold, dry air with high potential vorticity 
shows up prior to the start of precipitation and persists and extends 
downward to lower levels during the raining periods. Wakimoto and 
Murphey [6] presented an analysis of a dryline that did not initiate 
convection during the observational period ; Wakimoto and Murphey 
[7] presented an analysis of six convergence boundaries observed 
during the International H(2)O Project (IHOP_2002) and suggested 
that it is not necessary for two boundaries to collide in order for thun-
derstorms to develop. Solenoidally generated horizontal circulations 
can produce conditions favorable for convection initiation even if the 
boundaries remain separate.; Paul Markowski and Yvette Richardson 
[8], which the contains all of what most of us would consider core 
midlatitude mesoscale meteorology. Luo YL, et al., [9] studied “The 
initiation and organization of a quasi-linear extreme-rain-producing 
Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) along a mei-yu front in east 
China during the midnight-to-morning hours of 8 July 2007” ; Yu, 
et al., [10] introduced the advances in the nowcasting techniques on 
thunderstorms and severe convection; Wang H, et al., [11] introduced 
Initiation, maintenance, and properties of convection in an extreme 
rainfall event during scmrex. These studies have made significant 
progress in many areas and have contributed to the forecasting and 
understanding of severe convective weather. However, due to its se-
rious harm to humans and its current unpredictability, these advances 
are still insufficient.

 According to the traditional atmospheric dynamical equations, 
from Ertel H and Wu, et al., [12,13] if excluding the diabatic heating 
and friction, whether moist potential vorticity in relative humidity r=1 
(MPV) or dry potential vorticity in r<1 (DPV), both are conservative 
because the solenoidal term of MPV.
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Abstract
	 To	figure	out	the	influence	of	non-conserved	Generalized	Poten-
tial	Vorticity	(GPV)	caused	by	latent	heating	and	dry	diabatic	heating	
on	 convective	weather,	 a	GPV	equation	 is	 studied.	By	 comparing	
latent	heating	and	dry	diabatic	heating	term	with	nonlinear	advection	
term,	 three	 kinds	of	 processes	are	discussed,	 namely	 adaptation,	
evolution,	and	excitation	(elimination),	associated	with	the	conserva-
tive,	quasi-conservative,	and	non-conservative	GPV,	respectively.

The	analysis	points	out	that:

1. Air	movement	transforms	from	smaller	to	larger	scale	by	very	fast	
adaptation	process	with	the	addition	of	frictional	effect	when	the	
order	of	latent	heating	A	and	dry	diabatic	heating	term	B	is	lower	
than	Rossby	number	R [O(f-1(A+B)/P0)<O(R)=O(W/FH)].

2. Air	movement	 transforms	 from	 larger	 to	 smaller	 scale	 by	 very	
fast	excitation	process	or	from	smaller	to	larger	scale	by	very	fast	
elimination	process	when	the	order	of	A+B	is	higher	than	R [O(f-1 

(A+B)/P0)>max(O(R),O(W/FH)].

3. Either	 of	 both	 kinds	 of	 scale	 transformation	 process	will	 con-
stantly	go	along	till	air	movement	is	back	to	evolution	process.

 For	each	transformation	process	of	convective	weather,	its	dy-
namic	causes,	conditions	and	main	features	are	theoretically	ana-
lyzed	and	described,	many	puzzles	about	convective	cloud	may	be	
understood	and	explained.

Keywords:	Cumulonimbus;	Cumulus;	Generalized	dynamic	equa-
tions	related	to	condensation	and	freezing	processes;	Scale	trans-
formation	mechanism
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            (1)

and the solenoidal term of DPV
  

            (2)

 Here Cp is the specific heat at a pressure p, Rd, θ, T, qs and Ld are 
specific gas constant for dry air, potential temperature, temperature 
and saturated specific humidity and the specific latent heat of vapor-
ization, respectively.

 It means that all current popular research on convective weather 
is constrained by the conservation of potential vortices. From Wang 
and Huang [14], the Generalized Potential Vorticity (GPV) is found 
non-conservative in some very thin transitional areas. So, there are 
potentially useful applications of non-conservative property of the 
GPV in the convective storm realm that are as yet unrealized.

 According to Doswell CA [15], despite the fact that there might 
be a layer in the atmosphere that has positive values of Convective 
Available Potential Energy (CAPE), if the parcel does not reach or 
begin rising to that level, the most significant convection that occurs 
in the Free Convective Layer (FCL) will not be realized. This can 
occur for numerous reasons. Primarily, it is the result of a cap, or 
convective inhibition (CIN/CINH). Processes that can erode this in-
hibition are heating and forcing of the Earth’s surface. Such forcing 
mechanisms encourage upward vertical velocity, characterized by a 
speed that is relatively low to what you find in a thunderstorm up-
draft. Because of this, it is not the actual air being pushed to its FCL 
that ‘breaks through’ the inhibition. So it can be determined that the 
heating and forcing of the Earth’s surface is a toggle condition, and is 
a necessary but insufficient condition to break CIN. In fact, disconti-
nuity in the latent heat term is generally found upon considering the 
transitional areas between unsaturated and saturated air as well as air 
below and above the freezing point. Traditionally, discontinuity in the 
latent heat term is represented by the Heaviside step function ( )1,0(δ ) 
and increases the difficulty in ordinary theoretical analyses. Certain 
discussions are constrained by saturated air and equilibrium airflow 
conditions, for example, Wu, et al., (1995), Ooyama and Schubert, et 
al., [13,16,17].

 Wang and Wu [18] introduced the condensation probability func-
tion rk (r is relative humidity) based upon the observational evidence 
presented by Mason [19] to represent the continuity of the variations 
observed in the discontinuity of the condensation latent heat term. 
Given that the condensation process may occur at r = 78%, Wang 
XR, Wang ZX, and Shi CE [20,21] observed rk  is close to zero in r 
< 78% and rk= 1 in r = 1 when k ≈ 9. The condensation in air is well 
represented. Following these discussions, the dynamic equations of 
nonuniform saturated moist air were provided.

 From the discuss of tendency equation of nonuniform saturated 
moist potential vorticity or Generalized Moist Potential Vorticity 
(GMPV), in some very thin transitional areas (sub-saturated area 
(0.78 < r < 1), GMPV is found non-conserved because of the intro-
duction of the condensation probability function even in frictionless 
and moist adiabatic air motion [22], Based on this conclusion, the 
scale transformation mechanism of nonuniform saturated moist air 
[23] is discussed.

 On the scale transformation mechanism, an examination of the 
non-conservation conditions of the nonuniform saturated moist po-
tential vorticity theoretically proved four necessary occurrence condi-
tions for sudden heavy rain (thunderstorm), which are confirmed with 
data [24]. Their analyses showed that the decline of the cold moist air 
stream above CIN can erode CIN and make z∂

∂ θ  being fast and suffi-
ciently close to zero. It makes convective available depth (satisfying 
sufficient and necessary conditions of the moist excitation process) 
extending beyond the CIN top before it was destroyed after the CIN 
has eroded, once this depth extends to a deep convective depth, the 
thunderstorm occurs, which means that the thicker the depth of the 
eroded CIN is, the stronger the excited convective positive vorticity 
system. In fact, before the occurrence of essentially all the thunder-
storm, except the heating and forcing of the Earth’s surface, the cold 
moist air stream above the CIN has sunk, which means that it is pos-
sible to predict the time and intensity of severe convective weather 
based on these symptoms [24,25].

 According to the above research results, it can be determined that 
a toggle process [the heating and forcing of the Earth’s surface push-
ing the parcel to some very thin subsaturated area (1 > r > 0.78)] with 
the eroded process of CIN [the decline of the cold moist air stream 
above CIN] is an insufficient and necessary condition to break CIN. 
This also shows that the restrictions of the conservation law of the 
potential vortices must be broken down to make greater progress in 
convective weather forecasting and understanding.

 The theory and application of nonuniform saturated moist air dy-
namics and the corresponding scale transformation mechanism on 
the occurrence conditions of thunderstorm has recently seen great 
progress. However, the difficulties in the discontinuity of the freezing 
latent heat term still limits the theoretical understanding and interpre-
tation of the effect of freezing processes on convection weather.

 Regarding the discontinuity of the freezing latent heat term, be-
sides the condensation probability function [18,22], the freezing 
probability function is introduced into the dynamic framework based 
on the statistical thermodynamic fluctuation theory to derive the gen-
eralized thermodynamic equation in relation to the condensation and 
freezing processes [14]. “From the discussion of tendency equation 
of the GPV, in some very thin transitional areas [sub-saturated area 
(0.78 < r < 1 and T > 277.13K), subfreezing saturated area (269.13K 
< T < 277.13K and r = 1) and the subfreezing and subsaturated area 
(269.13K < T < 277.13K and 0.78 < r < 1)], GPV is found non-con-
served because of the introduction of the condensation probability 
function and freezing probability function, even in frictionless and 
moist adiabatic air motion”[15].

 To figure out the influence of non-conserved GPV caused by la-
tent heating and dry diabatic heating on convective weather, the scale 
transformation mechanism related to condensation and freezing pro-
cesses is discussed in Section 2. Followed by the discussion men-
tioned above, a dynamic analysis of convective weather is provided 
in Section 3. The conclusions are given in Section 4.

 The Scale Transformation Mechanism Related to Condensation 
and Freezing Processes

 It is necessary to point out that the scale transformation mecha-
nism proposed by Wang and Wei [23] has certain scientific signifi-
cance, but there are two main problems because of the limitations of 
the conditions at the time.
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1. It only involves the condensation process without including the 
freezing processes because applying to nonuniform saturated 
moist air.

2. The elimination process is not considered when discussing 
non-uniform saturated moist PV non-conservation process.

For this reason, the scale transformation mechanism will be revisited.

If generalized potential temperature ∗θ  is defined as follows:

                                                     (3) 
 

 Where L is the specific latent heat, which is expressed as Ld  and 
the specific latent heat of fusion Li, in certain cases, respectively; )(Tϕ  
is the freezing probability function [14], which can be written as fol-
lows:

                   (4) 
       

 According to Wang and Huang [14], the Generalized Potential 
Vorticity (GPV) tendency equation can be derived and expressed as 
follows:

       (5) 
          
where
 
       (6)

Equation (5) also has the following form

       (7)

Where

       (8)

       
       (9)
   
       (10)

 here   is GPV, α is the specific volume, 2a Vς = ∇× + Ω


 is absolute 
vorticity vector, A is a solenoidal term that is related to the baroclinic-
ity ( )p θ∇ ×∇  and the gradient vector of the generalized potential tem-
perature θ ∗∇ , B is a dry diabatic heating term depending distribution 
vector of heating or cooling field Q∇  that excludes latent heating, and 
P0 is the result of multiplying the vorticity vector with the gradient 
vector of the generalized potential temperature.

 According to Wang and Huang [14], the GPV is found non-con-
servative in some very thin transitional areas because of the introduc-
tion of the condensation probability function and freezing probability 
function, even in frictionless and moist adiabatic air motion.

 For figuring out the influence of non-conservative GPV caused by 
latent heating and dry diabatic heating on convective weather, accord-
ing to the relativity principle of conservation, following Wang and 
Wei [12], using processing method similar to scale analysis, equation 
(7) can be expressed non-dimensionally as follows:

              (11)

 Here Kibil number (ε) defined as ε = 1 / ft0, Rossby number R de-

fined as R = U / fL . ε , R and W / fH  are dimensionless numbers used in 
describing fluid flow and equal order in a single stable weather scale, 
but R and W / fH are not necessarily equal order as time tendency term   
because of the action of latent heating and dry diabatic heating when 
the order of A+B is higher than R [ ( ) ( )( )1

0( ) / max ( ), /O f A B P O R O W fH− + > ] 
(where t0, U, L, W and H are, respectively, characteristic time, veloc-
ity, length vertical speed and vertical height scales of the phenome-
non). “A small Rossby number signifies a system which is strongly 
affected by Coriolis forces, and a large Rossby number signifies a 
system in which inertial and centrifugal forces dominate. For exam-
ple, in tornadoes, the Rossby number is large (≈ 103), in low-pressure 
systems it is low (≈ 0.1 – 1) and in oceanic systems it is of the order of 
unity, but depending on the phenomena can range over several orders 
of magnitude (≈ 10−2 – 102)”[26]; u1 = u/U; v1/U; w = w/W .

 To distinguish whether there is a scale transformation process, 
with the aid of scale analysis, by comparing latent heating and dry di-
abatic heating term ( A+B ) with nonlinear advection term, following 
criteria can be used:

              (12)

GPV, as a whole, is conserved;

When

              (13)

 Different from (12), (f-1 (A+B / P) can be ignored, and it is not 
negligible in (13). So GPV, as a whole, is quasi-conserved; and when 
GPV, as a whole, is not conserved.

              (14)

 It should be pointed out that, in the case where (14) is satisfied, 
that is, in non-conserved GPV processes, there are two cases, A+B 
> 0 and A+B < 0. A has two cases: A > 0 when the gradient has a 
component counter to the direction of the Baroclinic vector, and A < 
0 when the gradient has a component in the direction of the baroclinic 
vector. B also has two cases depending on distribution vector of heat-
ing or cooling field Q∇ : B > 0  when Q∇  > 0  and B < 0 when Q∇  < 0. 
Therefore non-conserved GPV processes are named excitation or 
elimination processes.

The adaptation process

 From equation (12), the sufficient and necessary conditions of the 
adaptation process is presented as follows:

              (15)

 Equation (15) indicates that local or small impacts caused by 
A+B can be omitted in the adaptation process. The majority of ob-
served facts and dimensional analyses relate the spatial scale of the air 
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motion to the destructive extent of equilibrium in the air pressure gra-
dient force, Coriolis force, inertial force, and gravity. According to 
the aforementioned Lakshmi H. Kantha & Carol Anne Clayson [26], 
it can be found that smaller scales produce larger destructive extents. 
Therefore, in the adaptation process, any movement with a spatial 
O(R) = O (W / fH) = (10n) scale of  can be deemed a perturbation on 
the larger scale of  O(R) = O (W / fH) = (10n-1).

 Discussions on this topic are quite mature. From Yeh and Li [27], 
this process is a rapid adaptation process wherein the non-equilibri-
um of air pressure gradient force, Coriolis force, inertial force, and 
gravity disappears due to the dispersion of gravity and the sound 
waves. This adaptation process, with the addition of frictional effect, 
transforms a small-scale movement into a larger scale movement, and 
continues until equation (15) is no longer satisfied. In reality, small 
to large scale transformation proceeds very rapidly, which is a rapid 
process. For this reason, slow nonlinear advection impacts can also be 
omitted in this process.

 Given that (A+B)/P0 can be omitted from equation (15), this pro-
cess proceeds in a closed or quasi-closed system. The system entropy 
increases due to the dispersion of the gravity and sound waves ac-
cording to the second law of thermodynamics. Therefore, the entire 
system is nondissipative.

The excitation (elimination) process

 From equation (14), the sufficient and necessary condition of exci-
tation (elimination) process is presented as follows:

              (16)

 Equation (16) indicates that impacts of the nonlinear advection 
and the adaptation mechanism can be omitted in the excitation or 
elimination process. In actual air motion, the size of A and B does not 
affect the fulfillment of equation (16) so long as the character value 
of P0 [O(P0)] is small enough to satisfy equation (16). For the sake of 
discussion, (16) is rewritten as follows:

              (17)

 The excitation or elimination process will occur if equations (16) 
or (17) are satisfied. Namely the perturbation caused by (A+B) can 
excite or eliminate a weather system as P0 approaches zero.

 From equation (14), the temporal scale of excitation or elimination 
process mostly depends on the value of P0 and (A+B), which is much 
smaller than that of common air movement at the same spatial scale. 
This is also a rapid process.

 When an excitation or elimination process occurs, GPV tendency 
equation (5) or (7) can be simplified using equation (16) as follows:

              (18)

 Using the expression of   in equation (5) and   in equation (10), 
equation (18) becomes:

        
                (19)

 Generally, in actual air movement, 0( / ) 10O α α∆ < . Moreover, 
the sufficient and necessary condition of the excitation or elimination 
process states that O (P0) must be small enough ( 0 0P∇ ≅ ) to proceed. 
Therefore, equation (19) can be simplified as follows:

              (20)

 Because A+B may either increase or decrease GPV, the equation 
(20) presents that the excitation process suddenly enlarges P0 based 
on the increase in GPV and not due to the translations observed up-
stream when A+B>0. In this process, the (A+B) term changes the vor-
ticity field and θ ∗∇  then changes P0. As a result, the perturbation is 
induced with a smaller scale of  max[ ( ), ( / )] (10 )n mO R O W fH +=  than the 
origin scale of max[ ( ), ( / )] (10 )nO R O W fH = , the equation (17) also pres-
ents that the elimination process suddenly minimizes P0 based on the 
decrease in GPV and not due to the translations observed upstream 
when A+B<0. In this process, the (A+B) term changes the vorticity 
field and θ ∗∇  then changes P0. As a result, the perturbation is induced 
with a larger scale of max[ ( ), ( / )] (10 )n mO R O W fH −=  than the origin scale of 
max[ ( ), ( / )] (10 )O R O W fH . Either of both kinds of process will con-
tinue until equation (16) is no longer satisfied but rather the following 
relation must be satisfied:

               (21)

 We define both kinds of process as an excitation or elimination 
process. Furthermore, the solenoidal term, A, is non-zero only in the 
sub-saturated area, subfreezing saturated area, and subfreezing and 
subsaturated area. In the subsaturated area, the excitation or elimi-
nation process caused by A is only related to the release of the latent 
heat of condensation, thereby deeming it the moist excitation or elim-
ination process. In the subfreezing saturated area or in the subfreezing 
and subsaturated area, the excitation or elimination process caused by 
A is related to the release of freezing latent heat, and is called the ice 
excitation or elimination process. Conversely, the dry diabatic heating 
term, B, is only related to the diabatic heating without latent heating. 
Therefore, the excitation or elimination process caused by B is called 
the dry excitation or elimination process.

 When the perturbation caused by (A+B) eliminates a convective 
available weather system, in which , even though the effects of elim-
ination and adaptation processes are the same, and both are the trans-
form process from a smaller to a larger scale, the mechanisms are 
different. The elimination process is achieved by the forcing of A or 
B. On the contrary, the adaptation process is implemented by the dis-
persion of gravity and the sound waves.

 The omission of the   in equation (14) suggests this process to be 
a linear process rather than a nonlinear one, and the system entropy 
decreases due to the excitation action of (A+B) or the system entropy 
increases due to the elimination action of (A+B). Therefore, it does 
not agree with the second law of thermodynamics. This process is 
in an open system, however, it is not in a thermodynamically steady 
state. Therefore, the entire system does not have a dissipative struc-
ture.

The evolution process

 From equation (13), the sufficient and necessary condition of the 
evolution process is stated as follows:
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             (22)

 Equation (22) indicates that there are three processes that impact 
in the evolution process, namely nonlinear advection, adaptation and 
excitation (elimination), which cannot be omitted. The mutual offset 
of the adaptation and excitation (elimination) impacts create an over-
all quasi-conservative GPV. Therefore, nonlinear advection seems 
plays an important role but is actually influenced by the adaptation 
and excitation (elimination).

 Equation (13) shows interrelation and dependence on (A+B)/P0 
between the spatial and temporal scales, which suggest that (A+B), 
the spatial scale, and the temporal scale do not change or change 
slowly. Therefore, this is a slow process and is not the scale transfor-
mation process.

 Equation (13) also indicates that this process is not only in an open 
system but is also in a thermodynamically steady state because both   

( )( ) /O R O W fH=  and (A+B) cannot be omitted. Therefore, the system 
entropy does not change or changes slowly due to the mutual offset of 
the adaptation and excitation (elimination) impacts in addition to the 
frictional effect, thereby presenting the entire system with a dissipa-
tive structure.

 In the evolution process, (A+B), GPV, the spatial scale, and the 
temporal scale do not change or change slowly. However, the change 
in (A+B) and the nonlinear advection may make the sufficient and 
necessary condition of the adaptation and excitation or elimination 
process satisfied. If so, the corresponding adaptation and excitation or 
elimination process can occur.

A Dynamic Analysis of Convective Weather
 According to the discussion above, before the excitation process 
of convective weather system, air movement is in a thermodynami-
cally steady state because of CIN, from equation (21), there should 
be ( ) 0A B+ ≅  and 0 0aP ζ θ ∗= ⋅∇ >



). If we exclude the dry diabatic 
heating in the very thin boundary of the cloud top and the fierce elec-
tric current dry diabatic heating related to lightning, 0aB Qς= ⋅∇ ≠



 will 
only valid in the turbulent boundary layer.

 According to the conditions of excitation process [equation 
(16) or (17)], 0A B+ >  when  with P0 sufficiently close to zero (

0 0aP ζ θ ∗= ⋅∇ ≅


), (A+B) can excite a weather system. In mid-latitude 
large-meso scale movements, aς ≅



 a constant vector and is almost 
parallel to the vertical coordinate. Therefore, the above conditions 
can be simplified as 0A B+ >  with / zθ ∗∂ ∂  sufficiently close to zero  
( 0A B+ >  with / 0zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅ ). From the expression of θ ∗, A and B, (4), 
(8) and (9), the conditions of dry excitation can be simplified as ( 

0Q∇ >  with / 0zθ∂ ∂ ≅ ); the conditions of moist excitation is that the 
mθ
∗
 gradient vector has a component counter to the direction of the ba-

roclinic vector with / 0m zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅  ( ( ) 0p θ θ ∗∇ ×∇ ⋅∇ > with / 0m zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅ ) and 
the conditions of ice excitation is ( ( ) 0p θ θ ∗∇ ×∇ ⋅∇ >  with / 0i zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅  ). 

Here * exp kd
m s

p

L r q
C T

θ θ
 

=   
 

 and * ( )exp ki d
i s

p

L L r q
C T

θ θ
 +

=   
 

 are moist 

and ice generalized potential temperature respectively. When r=1, 

* exp d s
m se

p

L q
C T

θ θ θ
 

= =  
 

 and * ( )exp i d
i s ise

p

L L q
C T

θ θ θ
 +

= =  
 

.

 Under the right conditions [( 0Q∇ >  with / 0zθ∂ ∂ ≅  from the 
Earth’s surface up) or the forcing of the Earth’s surface], a dry con-
vective positive vorticity system occurs. Above its top, / 0zθ∂ ∂ ≅  
continues to quickly transform into   and the dry convective positive 
vorticity system or the dry GPV non conserved process continues to 
stretch upward given that   with   is satisfied. Once the dry convective 
positive vorticity system reaches the condensation level and the rising 
air parcel encouraged by the system enters the subsaturation state, the 
cumulus occurs.

 In the cumulus (Cumulus humilis and Cumulus congestus), 
when the rising air parcel reaches the condensation level and en-
ters the subsaturation state, if the sufficient and necessary condition 
of the moist excitation process [the air in the subsaturated state, 
( ) 0p θ θ ∗∇ ×∇ ⋅∇ >  and / 0m zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅ ] is satisfied, the air in the 
subsaturated state quickly becomes saturated and / 0m zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅  
quickly transforms into / 0m zθ ∗∂ ∂ = , so both the condensation 
process and a moist convective positive vorticity system (cumulus 
cloud) occur.

 According to the scale transformation mechanism, this system ex-
hibits an increase in GPV from Pd (GPV in the dry area) to Ps (GPV 
in the saturated area) coupled with rising air moving from dry areas 
into saturated areas through a very thin sub-saturated area at the cloud 
base (the green line in Figure 1). Contrarily, a decrease in GPV from   
Ps to Pd  may be observed, coupled with rising air moving from satu-
rated areas into dry areas through a very thin sub-saturated area at the 
cloud top (the green line in Figure 1a). However, in the cloud, GPV 
is conservative because seθ θ∗ =  and / / 0m sez zθ θ∗∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂ =  (Figure 1a). 
Above the cloud top, the rising air in the sub-saturated state continues 
to quickly transform into the saturated state and / 0m zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅  contin-
ues to quickly transform into / 0se zθ∂ ∂ = , so cumulus cloud or the 
moist GPV non conserved process continues to stretch and develop 
upward (the GPV conservative saturated area becomes higher and 
larger coupled with the expansion of a thin GPV non-conservative 
sub-saturated area), given that the condition (the air in the sub-satu-
rated state, ( ) 0p θ θ ∗∇ ×∇ ⋅∇ >  and / 0m zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅ ) is satisfied.

 Once the ascending height of cumulus cloud results in a tempera-
ture drops below 277.13K, according to Wang Huang [14], the sat-
isfaction of the random temperature variable 273.15xT K≤  and the 
condensation condition directly transforms the water vapor into solid 
water (deposition). That is, the freezing phenomenon with the freez-
ing probability φ (T) appears, which begins the ice excitation process, 
it is, cumulonimbus occurs.

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the dynamic analysis of convection stages.

Note: The modified figure according to the theoretical analysis of D18-0213 in the 
drawings provided by Doswell and Emanuel [28,29].
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 In the cumulonimbus (Cumulonimbus calvus and Cumulonimbus 
capillatus), as the ascending height of cumulus cloud causes the tem-
perature T to drop below 277.13K, the ice excitation process proceeds 
if the sufficient and necessary condition of the ice excitation process 
(the air in sub-freezing saturated state or the subfreezing and sub-satu-
rated state, ( ) 0p θ θ ∗∇ ×∇ ⋅∇ >  with / 0i zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅ ) is still satisfied above 
the cloud top. The air in sub-freezing saturated state or the sub-freez-
ing and sub-saturated state is quickly becomes the freezing saturated 
state and / 0i zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅  quickly transforms into / / 0i isez zθ θ∗ ∗∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂ = , 
so both the freezing process (the water vapor with the airborne liquid 
water in cloud satisfying 273.15xT K≤  is directly transformed into solid 
water) and a ice convective positive vorticity system (cumulonim-
bus cloud) occur. In this system, an increase in GPV from Pd to Ps 
is observed coupled with rising air movements from dry areas into 
saturated areas through a very thin sub-saturated area at the cloud 
base, which is similar to the moist convective positive vorticity sys-
tem in the cumulus. However, above the saturated area, there is an 
additional increase in GPV from Ps to Psf [GPV in the freezing sat-
urated area, (r = 1 and T < 269.13K)] coupled with rising air move-
ment from the saturated area into the freezing saturated area through 
a very thin sub-freezing saturated area (277.13 269.13K T K> >  and r = 1) 
near the 273.15K isothermal surface (red line in Figure 1b). There is 
also a correspondingly larger decrease in GPV from  Psf to Ps  (not 
from Ps  to Pd ) coupled with rising air movement from the freezing 
saturated to dry area through very thin sub-freezing and sub-saturated 
area (blue line in Figure 1) at the cloud top (Figure 1b). However, in 
the freezing saturated area, the GPV is once again conservative be-
cause ( )exp ( ) /i d s p iseL L q C Tθ θ θ∗ = + = . If the sufficient and necessary 
condition of the ice excitation process is satisfied, the rising air in the 
subfreezing and subsaturated states above the cloud top continues to 
quickly move into the freezing saturated state. This system or cloud 
continues to develop upward, Cumulus congestus becomes Cumulo-
nimbus calvus and then becomes Cumulonimbus capillatus. 

 At this stage, cumulus surrounding the earliest cumulonimbus will 
quickly merge via the convergence air stream, because 

1. The additional increase of earliest cumulonimbus in GPV (from   
to   through the very thin sub-freezing saturated area) makes its 
upward vertical velocity more powerful than any other cumulus

2. Unlike the very thin sub-saturated area, the very thin sub-freez-
ing saturated area is close to the 277.13K isothermal surface and 
extends from the inner to outer regions almost horizontally. This 
creates an increasingly extensive early cumulonimbus.

 From Wang et al, (2006) and Cheng et al, (2003)[24,25], if the up-
ward cloud top of cumulus or cumulonimbus meets the sinking cold 
moist air stream from the CIN top, the rising air compels the sinking 
cold moist air stream to stop sinking and to rise such that the height 
satisfying the sufficient and necessary condition of the moist or ice 
excitation process can quickly extend to the original height of the 
sinking cold moist air stream above the CIN.

 When the sufficient and necessary condition of the moist or ice 
excitation process is no longer satisfied, the moist or ice convective 
positive vorticity system returns to a new evolution process at the 
meso-microscale (not at large scales) and is in a thermodynamical-
ly steady state for an extended period of time. In the most vigorous 
stage of Cumulonimbus capillatus, the cloud top shape often becomes 
anvil-shaped and horizontally spread in the direction of the wind 

because of the inhibition of a strong stable layer above it and the im-
pact of its upper maximum wind speed.

 In addition, when cumulus or cumulonimbus is in a thermody-
namically steady state, 0A B+ ≅  with / 0zθ ∗∂ ∂ ≅  in very thin sub-sat-
urated or sub-freezing and sub-saturated area of cloud but 0A B+ ≅  
with / 0zθ ∗∂ ∂ =  in cloud. If the θ ∗ gradient having a component in 
(no longer counter to) the direction of the baroclinic vector, it is, 
( ) 0p θ θ ∗∇ ×∇ ⋅∇ <  (A<0) at the sub-saturated or subfreezing and sub-
saturated area of cloud base, from the sufficient and necessary condi-
tion of elimination process the convergence sinking airflow (caused 
by the decrease (instead of increase) in GPV and the occurrence of 
convective inverse vorticity system) will instead be observed upward 
from the cloud base. Once so, the convective cloud dissipation stage 
begins.

               (23),

 In the convective cloud dissipation stage, the original rising air at 
the cloud base will no longer rise and instead sink because of convec-
tive inverse vorticity system resulting convergence sinking airflow. 
Almost all the airborne liquid water drops or solid ice crystals will 
then fall in the form of precipitation [30] and the air in the sub-satu-
rated state or sub-freezing and sub-saturated state will quickly moves 
into the dry air state. Likewise, the air in the saturated state or freezing 
saturated state quickly moves into the sub-saturated state or sub-freez-
ing and sub-saturated state, and the cloud base quickly moves upward 
(Figure 1c). The dissipation process of cumulus or cumulonimbus 
continues until the sufficient and necessary condition of the moist or 
ice elimination process is no longer satisfied. Even so, another kind of 
dissipation process for cumulus or cumulonimbus, it is, the adaptation 
process, continues until cumulus or cumulonimbus has completely 
disappeared. As lost is the condensation or freezing processes of wa-
ter vapor caused by the convergence of the rising airflow below the 
cloud, cumulus or cumulonimbus no longer presents an open system. 
Rather, it exhibits a quasi-closed system. In this system, the thermo-
dynamically steady state is broken and the excitation impact caused 
by A+B can be omitted. The sufficient and necessary condition of 
the adaptation process is satisfied, and so the non-equilibrium of the 
air pressure gradient force, Coriolis force, inertial force, and gravity 
disappears by rapid adaptation process. This adaptation process and 
the frictional effect results in the rapid and complete disappearance of 
the original meso-microscale systems related to cumulus or cumulo-
nimbus to again generate large scale air movement.

Conclusion
 To figure out the influence of non-conserved GPV caused by latent 
heating and dry diabatic heating on convective weather, by compar-
ing latent heating and dry diabatic heating term (A+B) with nonlinear 
advection term, three kinds of processes are disscussed, namely ad-
aptation, evolution, and excitation (elimination), associated with the 
conserved, quasi-conserved, and non-conserved GPV, respectively.

 For each transformation process of convective weather, its dynam-
ic causes, conditions and main features are theoretically analyzed and 
described, many puzzles about convective may be understood and ex-
plained. 
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 A particularly important finding in the analysis suggests that cu-
mulus surrounding the earliest cumulonimbus quickly merges via a 
convergent air stream during the cumulonimbus stage, which makes 
the cumulonimbus increasingly extensive.

 The present study only offers preliminary work. In order to break 
down the restrictions of the conservation law of the potential vorti-
ces to make greater progress in convective weather forecasting and 
understanding, a lot of space and effort is still needed to perfect this 
huge project. 

 First, establish the numerical simulation models based on general-
ized dynamic equations related to condensation & freezing processes 
to confirm the dynamic causes, conditions and main features of each 
convective cloud pointed out in this paper.

 Secondly, according to theoretical work of dynamic analysis of 
convective weather in this paper, design and produce charts showing 
the thickness of CIN and the trace process of CIN in the vertical and 
horizontal planes to determine the intensity, time and location of the 
strong convective weather that will occur.

 Thirdly, according to theoretical work of dynamic analysis of con-
vective weather in this paper, revisit convective scheme or even pa-
rameterization to improve them.

 Therefore, as the beginning of the entire huge research process, 
due to the limitation of the thesis, our current work can only be the 
mathematical reasoning on one idealized figure based on the first 
principles.
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